People naturally direct their gaze to visible hand movement goals. Doing so improves reach accuracy through use of signals related to gaze position and visual feedback of the hand.
INTRODUCTION
When reaching to visual targets, people naturally direct their gaze to the target and this improves manual accuracy. Looking at the target enables optimal use of visual feedback of hand position to guide the hand (Carlton 1981; Berkinblit et al. 1995; Paillard 1996; Land et al. 1999; Sarlegna et al. 2004; Saunders and Knill 2004) . In addition, proprioceptive and/or motor signals related to gaze position can be used to guide the hand; even when the hand is not visible, directing gaze to the target improves reaching accuracy (Prablanc et al. 1979 (Prablanc et al. , 1986 (Prablanc et al. , 2003 Prablanc and Martin 1992) .
In daily tasks, we often reach to previously seen, out-of-view objects, such as when grasping our coffee cup behind our morning newspaper. However, it is not known how people naturally use gaze when reaching to remembered target locations. For several reasons, we might expect people to look at remembered target locations when reaching to them. Such gaze shifts might increase reach accuracy because they would enable us to exploit well practiced sensorimotor transformations that produce motor commands driving the hand to the fixation point (Henriques et al. 2003) . Fixating the remembered target may also simplify the computations required to specify the required arm motor commands (Prado et al. 2005; Beurze et al. 2006 ). In addition, an accurate gaze shift to the remember target location might allow effective use of afferent and efferent signals related to gaze position to guide the hand.
If vision of the hand is available, this strategy might also permit optimum use of visual feedback to control the hand (Paillard 1996; Saunders and Knill 2004) .
The aim of this study was to examine, for the first time, where people choose to look when reaching to remembered target locations and, in particular, whether they generate saccades in order to fixated these locations. To begin to tackle this question, we designed a task in which participants used a pen to mark the remembered locations of four targets presented on a screen under normal lighted conditions. We used multiple targets because manual tasks typically involve a sequence of actions directed to different targets (Ballard et al. 1992; Land et al. 1999; Johansson et al. 2001; Flanagan and Johansson 2003; Hayhoe and Ballard 2005) . We used lighted conditions because some visual references are usually present in natural tasks in which people reach to remembered target location.
In the main encoding mode, targets were presented in peripheral vision while participants fixed a central cross and in the main recall mode, participants were free to use gaze as they wished when marking the remembered target locations. In natural tasks, future target locations may be viewed in peripheral vision but may also be looked at and/or contacted by the hand. To examine the importance of target directed gaze fixations and hand movements during encoding, we included three additional encoding modes in which participants marked the visible targets (1) using the pen with free gaze, (2) using gaze fixations without hand movement, or (3) using the pen with central gaze fixation. We also examined two additional recall modes in which participants marked remembered target locations (1) using the pen with central gaze fixation or (2) with gaze fixations only. By examining recall with the pen with central gaze fixation, we could assess whether recall accuracy deteriorates if eye movements were prevented. By examining recall with gaze fixations only, we could assess the capacity of the oculomotor system to access stored representations of target locations. In all 12 combinations of encoding and recall, participants could see the screen and their hand throughout the task. To examine if our findings from the pen-marking task might generalize to other tasks involving reaching to no-longer-visible targets, we included a second experiment in which we examined gaze behavior when participants performed an object manipulation task in near complete darkness after viewing the involved objects. This second experiment complements the first experiment in which visual references were available during recall.
METHODS

Participants
Five men and four women between 20 and 34 years of age participated in the main experiment involving the pen-marking task. An additional four women and five men between 22 and 52 years of age participated in a second experiment involving an object manipulation task. All participants provided informed consent and both experiments were conducted according to the declaration of Helsinki. None of the participants required or wore corrective lenses or had a history of ophthalmologic or neurological disease. We will first describe the methods for our main experiment and then briefly outline the methods for the second experiment, most of which have been previously described (Johansson et al. 2001) .
Apparatus
The apparatus and the general procedure of the pen marking task have been previously described (Terao et al. 2002) . Targets were presented on a computer screen (28 by 21 cm) aligned in a frontal plane 45 cm ahead of the participant's eyes and could be marked with the tapered tip of a pen (15 cm long and 1.3 cm in diameter with a 6 cm conical tip). The scene was lit by two compact fluorescent lights (450 lumens; color temperature 2700K) located ~1 m above and ~0.5 m on each side of the screen. The three-dimensional position of the tip of the pen was recorded at 60 Hz with an accuracy of ± 0.2 cm using a miniature electromagnetic position-angle sensor (FASTRAK, Polhemus, Colchester, VT) attached to the proximal end of the pen. An infrared video-based eye tracker (RK-726PCI pupil/corneal tracking system, ISCAN, Burlington, MA) recorded the gaze position of the right eye in the plane of the screen at 120 Hz. The eye tracker was mounted on a wooden support and a headrest and bite bar stabilized the head. The participant was seated. We have estimated that our system measures gaze in the horizontal and vertical with accuracies of 0.50° and 0.52° of visual angle, respectively (Johansson et al. 2001) .
Procedure
Each trial began with a tone (1 kHz for 300 ms) followed by the presentation of a white cross (0.6 by 0.6 cm; 0.8 by 0.8°) at the center of the screen that participants were required to fixate. When the gaze had stayed within 2° of the center of the cross for 1 s, the four targets (filled white circles of diameter 0.3 cm or 0.4º) were presented simultaneously at unpredictable locations against a black background. To ensure that the targets were distributed widely and unpredictably, they were presented at randomly selected angles at four different eccentricities from the cross (1.9, 3.1, 4.4 and 5.7 cm or 2.4, 4.1, 5.5 and 7.2º visual angle from the central cross; see left panels in Fig. 1 ). Either the targets were presented for 0.25 or 6 seconds (see below). Four seconds after the targets were extinguished, a second auditory tone (1 kHz for 150 ms) signaled the start of the recall period during which the participants marked the remembered locations of each target on the screen. After six seconds, a third tone (1 kHz for 300 ms) signaled the end of the trial and the central cross was extinguished. A single trial lasted for either 11.25 or 17 seconds. The inter-trial interval was 2 s.
We examined four different modes of encoding. In the cross fixation mode, participants fixated the central cross and targets were presented in extra-foveal vision for either 0.25 or 6 seconds. The targets were presented for 6 second in the other three modes. In the pen with cross fixation and pen with free gaze modes, participants marked the locations of each target with the pen while fixating the cross or with free gaze, respectively. In the gazemarking mode, participants fixated each target and hand movements were not involved. With each encoding mode, we also examined three modes of recall: pen with free gaze, pen with cross fixation and gaze marking. When marking targets with either the hand or gaze, participants were free to mark them in any order in both encoding and recall.
The 12 different combinations of encoding and recall modes were performed in blocks of trials with the order of blocks counterbalanced across participants. For the three blocks involving the cross fixation encoding mode, participants completed 16 trials, 8 for each target presentation duration. In all remaining blocks, participants completed 8 trials. The entire experiment, including calibration and breaks between test blocks, lasted approximately 2.5 hours. At the start of the experiment, we instructed participants to mark the four target positions, or remembered target positions, as precisely as possible; speed of movement was not stressed in the instructions. When marking target locations with the pen, participants were instructed to lift the pen from the screen between consecutive markings and not to slide the pen over the screen. Prior to each block, participants were instructed about the required eye and hand movements in the encoding and recall phases. In encoding and recall modes involving pen marking with free gaze, participants were told that they were free to look anywhere and that they did not need to fixate the central cross.
Analysis
The onset and end of each gaze fixation were defined as previously described (Johansson et al. 2001) . We defined the gaze fixation associated with pen marking of a specific target as the fixation that was located closest to the marked site within a time window starting 0.4 s before and ending 0.4 s after the pen contacted the screen. The time between pen-markings of targets with free gaze was 0.79 ± 0.23 s (mean ± 1SD, data from all markings by all participants pooled) and did not differ significantly between marking of remembered and visible targets locations (F 1,8 = 2.8; P = 0.13; repeated-measures ANOVA based on median values for each participant). The times at which the pen contacted and lifted off the screen were determined from sharp peaks in pen tip acceleration normal to the screen. For markings performed both during encoding and recall, we determined which of the four marked locations that corresponded to the four targets by computing the sum of squared distances between the targets and marked locations for all 24 possible alignments and selecting the alignment that gave the smallest value. During gaze marking trials, participants sometimes shifted the gaze to more than four locations after the start of the recall period because they re-fixated a visible or remembered target location. In such cases, we used the first four fixations recorded rather than the four most accurate fixations so as not to bias our results.
To analyze hand-eye coordination, we cross-correlated pen and gaze positions, projected on to the plane of the screen, between the first and fourth target markings with the pen. The pen and gaze position signals were low-pass filtered at 4 Hz and to determine the gaze and hand lag we searched for the maximum correlation while shifting gaze position ± 0.5 s relative to the pen position in 5 ms steps. To simultaneously cross-correlate horizontal (x) and vertical (y) position signals, we interleaved the x and y gaze positions and the x and y pen positions and, when time shifting these interleaved signals, always shifted by a multiple of 2 samples.
Unless otherwise indicated, we used repeated-measures ANOVAs based on median values for each participant to assess significant effects of modes of encoding and recall on variables specified in the Results section. A P-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Object manipulation task
The second experiment, in which participants performed an object manipulation task in near complete darkness after viewing the objects, was run at the same time as the experiments reported in (Johansson et al. 2001 ) and using the same basic task and apparatus.
While seated behind a table, participants used the tips of the right index finger and thumb to grasp, lift, and move a bar (2 x 2 x 8 cm) in a frontal plane, termed the work-plane, located 39 cm in front of the participant's eyes. An electronic shutter (Speedglas; Hörnell International AB, Gagnef, Sweden) located 8 cm in from of the eyes could be used to block completely the view of the scene at any time. When the shutter was closed, the participant was in darkness.
Gaze was recorded and calibrated using the same apparatus and procedure described above.
Using sensors in the object and attached to the nails, we recorded the three-dimensional position and orientation of the bar and the tips of the right index finger and thumb.
At the start of each trial, the shutter was opened for 3 seconds while the participant viewed the support surface and bar, a target located on a stand, and, in some conditions, an obstacle in the direct movement path attached to the stand (see Fig. 7 ). The shutter then closed and, after a 2-4 random delay, a brief auditory tone signaled to the participant to perform the manipulation task. This involved reaching for and grasping the right end of the bar and moving it such that its left end contacted the target. After contacting the target, the participant replaced the bar on the support surface. Participants first performed 4 consecutive trials without an obstacle and then 4 trials with an obstacle. The participants had previously performed corresponding trials under lighted conditions (Johansson et al. 2001) . To assess performance in this task, we measured the time from hand movement onset to target contact and the height of the tip of the bar when it first arrived within 0.2 cm of the target (in the horizontal). We used the standard deviation of the height of the tip of the bar (computed for each participant) as a measure of variability across trials in reaching performance. In obstacle conditions, we also assessed the obstacle clearance defined as the maximum horizontal distance between the tip of the bar and the obstacle.
RESULTS
We first describe the results obtained in the pen-marking task for the cross fixation encoding mode and the pen with free gaze recall mode. In the second section, we then examine the effects of other encoding modes -in which participants marked the visible targets using different combinations of gaze and hand movements -on recall in the pen with free gaze mode. In the third section, we show the results obtained in other recall modes in which remembered targets were marked with either the pen with central gaze fixation or gaze fixations. We finally examine the gaze behavior during the object manipulation task performed in darkness.
Encoding during cross fixation and recall using the pen with free gaze
While fixating a central cross on a computer screen, participants were presented with 4 targets in extra-foveal vision for either 0.25 or 6 seconds in different blocks of trials (encoding phase). The targets then disappeared and, after a 4 second delay, participants were required to mark the remembered locations of the targets as accurately as possible with the tip of a handheld pen (recall phase). Participants could mark the targets in any order and were free to use gaze as they wished. They could also view the screen and their hand at all times. We combined the data from these two target presentation durations because the duration had no effect on gaze or hand behavior during recall (see also Terao et al. 2002) .
When marking remembered target locations, gaze behavior was erratic. In some trials, a participant could generate coordinated gaze and hand movements where the amplitude of the gaze movement approached the amplitude of pen movement ( Fig. 1A ). However, in other trials, the same participant could generate minute gaze movements keeping gaze near the center of the screen (Fig. 1B) . In comparison, when participants used the pen to mark visible targets with natural use of gaze (during the pen with free gaze encoding condition; see below), participants showed concurrent gaze and pen movements to each successive target with gaze arriving at the target before the pen (Fig. 1C ).
Spatial distribution of gaze fixations and pen markings
During recall with free gaze, the pen tended to undershoot the two most eccentric target locations and overshoot the least eccentric. The left panel of Fig. 2A shows the locations of all pen markings by all participants with reference to target eccentricity. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed that target eccentricity affected pen eccentricity error defined as the distance from the central cross to the marked position minus the distance from the central cross to the target (F 3,24 = 14.1; P < 0.0001). As shown in the right panel of Fig. 2A, the majority of gaze fixations during recall were substantially closer to the central cross.
Nevertheless, the eccentricity of gaze fixations increased slightly with target eccentricity and a repeated measures ANOVA revealed that this effect was significant (F 3,24 = 5.0; P < 0.01). In contrast, when marking visible targets, the eccentricity of both pen marking and gaze fixations closely matched the eccentricity of the targets (Fig. 2B ). Figure 2C shows, for each of the four target eccentricities, the locations of all pen markings and gaze fixations by all participants relative to target direction. The locations of each target, and its associated pen marking and gaze fixation, were rotated around the central cross such that targets of increasing eccentricity were located at 0, 90, 180, and 270° (see Fig.   2E ). The angular dispersion of pen marking directions, relative to the target direction, was larger when marking remembered targets during recall (Fig. 2C , left) than when marking visible targets ( Fig. 2D, left) . A repeated measure ANOVA, based on participant medians, confirmed that the angular dispersions of pen markings for remembered targets (M = 11.6°; SD = 1.5°) were greater (F 1,8 = 130.9; P < 0.0001) than the angular dispersions for visible targets (M = 4.3°; SD = 1.0°). The angular dispersion of gaze fixation directions was far larger when marking remembered targets during recall ( Accordingly, the distributions of absolute pen marking errors (distance between pen marking and target location) and absolute gaze fixation errors (distance between gaze fixation and target location) were highly consistent across participants when marking both remembered ( Fig. 3A) and visible ( Fig. 3B ) targets. As shown by the purple curves in Fig. 3A , all participants exhibited a wide spread of absolute gaze fixation errors when marking remembered targets. Separate analyses of pen marking and gaze fixation errors in the horizontal and vertical components during recall revealed that the horizontal pen marking error (0.68 ± 0.47 cm) tended to be slightly greater than the vertical error (0.53 ± 0.10 cm; mean ± 1SD based on median values for each participant; t (8) = 3.46; P<0.01). As may be discerned from Fig. 2A , the error-pattern for the remembered targets tended to be horizontally elongated. The horizontal component of the gaze fixation error (1.79 ± 0.26 cm) did not differ significantly from its vertical component (1.69 ± 0.23 cm; t (8) = 1.79; P = 0.11).
To assess the overall effect of gaze position on marking accuracy during recall, we examined the correlation between absolute marking error and absolute gaze fixation error for each target eccentricity (Fig. 3C ). Because all participants exhibited similar ranges of gaze fixation and pen marking errors (Fig. 3A) , we combined data across participants. No reliable correlations were observed (P > 0.05 in all four cases).
Spatiotemporal coordination between hand and gaze movements
To examine the spatiotemporal coordination between hand and gaze movements during recall with free gaze, we cross-correlated pen and gaze position signals from each trial to assess the maximum correlation, the lag at maximum correlation, and the gain; that is, the slope of the relationship between hand and gaze position at the maximum correlation lag (see Methods). For comparison, we also assessed trials in which the same participants marked visible targets. Figure 4A shows maximum coefficients of correlation between pen and gaze movements when marking remembered (red), and visible (black), targets using box plots. Repeated measures ANOVA revealed that maximum correlation coefficients were greater (F 1,8 = 32.3; P < 0.001) when marking visible targets than when marking remembered target during recall (Fig. 4A ). For visible targets, the maximum correlation occurred, on average (based on participant medians), when the pen position signal was advanced 144 ms relative to the gaze position signal. For remembered targets, the corresponding shift was 146 ms (Fig. 3E ). However, for all participants, this gaze lead over the hand was more variable across trials when marking remembered targets ( Fig. 3E ).
When marking visible targets, the gaze:hand gain was close to unity for all participants (back boxes in Fig. 4C ), indicating that gaze and pen moved to similar positions.
In contrast, when marking remembered targets, for each participant the gain was far lower and more variable (red boxes in Fig. 3F ). Thus, the size of the gaze movements when marking remembered targets was smaller and more variable than when marking visible targets. A repeated measures ANOVA confirmed that the gaze:hand gain was less when marking remembered targets than when marking visible targets (F 1,8 = 124.9; P < 0.0001). Importantly, when marking remembered targets, absolute pen-marking error did not correlate with maximum correlation coefficient, gaze lead, or gaze:hand gain (P > 0.05 in all three cases; correlations based on data pooled across participants).
Effects on recall of encoding modes engaging hand and eye movements
That fact that participants did not reliably fixate remembered target locations during recall indicates that gaze is controlled differently when reaching to remembered versus visible targets. The question arises whether this would still be the case if participants during the encoding phase fixated the visible targets. If participants could associate each visible target location with an oculomotor command or a proprioceptive signal related to eye position, participants might be able to more accuracy align gaze with remembered target locations during recall. If so, they might be able to exploit effectively gaze dependent mechanisms similar to those used when reaching to visible targets. Hence, participants might choose to fixate remembered targets under this encoding condition. We also asked whether encoding using the pen with free gaze would prompt fixations of remembered targets during recall. In this encoding mode, participants look at the visible targets and thus target locations could be associated with efferent and afferent signals related to both eye and arm movements. Finally, we also included an encoding mode in which the participants marked the targets with the pen while fixating the central cross. This enabled us to examine effects on recall behavior of hand movements alone during encoding. Figure 5A shows distribution of pen markings and associated gaze fixations during recall for the four different modes of encoding. All marking and fixations from all participants are shown. As in Fig. 2C , the pen markings and gaze fixations associated with different target eccentricities have been rotated around the central cross such that targets of increasing eccentricity were located at 0, 90, 180, and 270°. Overall, participants showed similar pen and gaze behavior during recall across the four encoding modes. Figure 5B shows the average absolute pen marking error (black columns; based on participant medians) and gaze fixation errors (purple columns) during recall for each encoding mode. A repeated measures ANOVA failed to reveal a difference in pen marking error between encoding modes during recall (F 3,24 = 1.06; P = 0.21). In all encoding modes, all participants exhibited erratic gaze behavior and seldom foveated the remembered target locations during recall. This resulted in large gaze fixation errors in all encoding modes that were far greater than gaze fixation errors during encoding using the pen with free gaze (white inset columns in Fig. 5B) . A repeated measures ANOVA indicated nevertheless that the encoding mode affected the absolute gaze fixation error in recall (F 3,24 = 4.69; P < 0.01). When participants fixated the visible target during encoding (i.e., in the gaze marking and pen with free gaze encoding modes), the eye movements during recall were slightly larger in amplitude and more accurate. Consistent with this observation, repeated measures ANOVAs showed that encoding mode affected the maximum correlation (F 3,24 = 6.2; P < 0.005) ( Fig. 4C ) and gain (F 3,24 = 7.57; P < 0.001) (Fig.   4E ) of the cross-correlations between pen and gaze position signals. Encoding mode did not affect the gaze lead (F 3,24 = 0.68; P = 0.56). Figure 5F shows the distribution of pen markings and associated gaze fixations during the three encoding modes in which participant marked targets with either the hand (with and without free gaze) or with gaze. As in Figs. 2C and 5A, the pen markings and gaze fixations associated with different target eccentricities have been rotated around the central cross such that targets of increasing eccentricity were located at 0, 90, 180, and 270°. As expected, absolute pen marking errors during encoding were smaller when participants fixated the visible targets than when they were required to fixate the central cross (F 1,8 = 16.0; P < 0.005). When encoding was done with gaze fixations only, absolute gaze fixation errors were no different than during encoding with the pen with free gaze (F 1,8 = 0.01; P = 0.94).
Effect of gaze movements during recall on pointing accuracy
The finding that, during recall, pen marking error does not depend on gaze fixation error, suggests that hand accuracy is unaffected by gaze direction and that the eye movements observed during recall are not important for guiding the hand. If this is true, pen marking performance should not be affected if eye movements are prevented during recall. To test this prediction, we included a recall mode where we instructed the participants to maintain central fixation while marking the remembered target locations with the pen. Figure 6A shows the distributions of pen markings and associated gaze fixations during recall with central cross fixation and during recall with free gaze. All marking and fixations from all participants and all four encoding modes are shown. We combined data from all encoding modes because encoding mode had little effect on recall behavior. The pen markings and gaze fixations associated with different target eccentricities have been rotated as in Fig. 2C . Similar pen marking behavior was observed in the two recall modes. The black columns in Fig. 6C show the average absolute pen marking errors (based on participant medians) when participants fixated the cross during recall compared to when they were free to move gaze as they wished. A repeated measures ANOVA failed to reveal a different in pen marking error between the two recall modes (F 1,8 = 0.22; P = 0.66). The white columns inside the black columns show the absolute pen marking errors when participants marked visible targets during encoding modes that matched the indicated recall modes.
To assess the capacity of the oculomotor system to access stored information about target locations, we included a recall mode where participants were asked to use gaze to mark the remembered target locations without moving the hand (gaze marking). The distribution of these fixations, from all participants and all four encoding modes, are shown in Fig. 6B . The purple columns in Fig. 6C show the absolute gaze fixation error when marking the remembered targets with gaze fixation and when marking the remembered targets using the pen with free gaze. The gaze fixation error was significantly smaller than when participants marked the targets with gaze than when using the pen with free gaze (F 1,8 = 54.3, P < 0.0001).
Thus, the large gaze errors observed when pointing with free gaze were not due to the inability of the oculomotor system to access stored information about target locations. The white columns inside the purple columns show the absolute gaze fixation errors when participants marked visible targets during encoding modes that matched the indicated recall modes.
As with pen marking, gaze marking tended to undershoot the two most eccentric target locations and overshoot the least eccentric. Target eccentricity influenced the eccentricity error of gaze markings defined as the distance from the central cross to the marked position minus the distance from the central cross to the target (F 3,24 = 5.0; P < 0.01). This suggests that similar memory representations were used when marking with the hand and gaze.
Sequential order of target marking during encoding and recall
In conditions where participants marked targets during both encoding and recall, we asked if the order in which targets were marked was preserved from encoding to recall. We found that participants used the same marking order in 70 % of trials and that this percentage did not depend on whether the eye or hand was used to mark visible targets during encoding or remembered targets during recall. A repeated measure ANOVA failed to show main effects of encoding mode (F 2,16 = 0.10; P = 0.91) or recall mode (F 2,16 = 1.48; P = 0.26) or an interaction (F 4,32 = 1.45; P = 0.24). To assess possible benefits of preserving marking order, for each combination of encoding and recall modes, we compared marking accuracy, during recall, in trials in which targets were marked in the same order and those in which they were marked in a different order. For the gaze marking, we used absolute gaze fixation errors and, for the two other recall modes, we used absolute pen marking errors. No significant difference in accuracy was observed in any of the nine combinations (3 encoding modes x 3 recall modes), even without correcting for multiple comparisons (P > 0.05 in all cases). Finally, we found no relationship between target marking order (1 -4) and either pen (F 3,24 = 2.28; P = 0.10) or gaze (F 3,24 = 0.68; P = 0.60) marking accuracy during recall when factoring out the effect of target eccentricity described above. Taken together, these results provide little evidence that participants exploited memory systems related to the sequence of targets marked.
Object manipulation task
In our pen marking task, participants could continuously view the hand and pen as well as fixed objects in the scene. In addition, they did not receive sensory feedback informing them whether or not they successfully contacted the remembered target locations during recall. The question arises as to whether similar gaze behavior would be observed under different conditions. To begin to address this question, we analyzed a set of previously collected data in which participants performed an object manipulation task in complete darkness after viewing the task environment. In this manipulation task, participants receive tactile feedback indicating if target objects are successfully contacted, as in most natural tasks involving actions on remembered target locations. In our object manipulation task, participants used their right hand to reach for and grasp the right end of a bar, move the bar in a frontal plane such that its left end contacted a target, and then replace the bar on a support surface (Fig. 7) . Participant performed the task in complete darkness after viewing the objects and task environment for 3 seconds and waiting an additional 2-4 seconds for an auditory go signal. This task was performed both with and without an obstacle located between the bar and the target (Fig. 7A) . We compared gaze behavior when participants performed this task in the dark and with visible objects. We have previously thoroughly described gaze behavior in the latter case (Johansson et al. 2001) . Figure 7A shows the spatial distributions of gaze fixations, recorded up until target contact, when performing the task with visible objects (left column) and in the dark (right column). Each panel shows all fixations from all participants (9) and trials (4). To illustrate the spatiotemporal coordination between gaze and hand movement, these fixations are colorcoded depending the phase of the hand movement. These phases are depicted in Figure 7B which shows paths of the tip of index finger and left edge of the bar for 4 single trials from one participant in the obstacle condition. For fixations associated with each phase, we have drawn an ellipse centered at the centroid. The major and minor axes of the ellipse represent the standard deviations along the principle components of variation. Three phases are shown:
the reach and grasp phase between the onset of hand movement and onset of bar movement (red dots and curves), the lift phase between the end of the reach and grasp phase and the moment the left tip of the bar approached within 3 cm of the middle of the right edge of the target (green dots and curves), and the target phase between the end of the lift phase and the moment when the left tip of the bar contacted the target. To assign each gaze fixation to a hand movement phase, we determined the phase at the mid-point of each fixation (i.e., the time half way between fixation onset and offset).
As we have shown previously, when the task was performed in the light, gaze fixations were always directed to the grasp point on the bar and the target and were often directed to the obstacle when present. Gaze arrived at each of these landmarks ahead of the hand (or bar in hand). Gaze departed the grasp point and target at around the time of hand or bar contact and departed the obstacle at around the time the tip bar approached closest to the protruding point on the obstacle. Gaze could also be shift from the grasp site to the tip of the bar during the reach and grasp phase. In contrast, when the task was performed in the dark, the gaze fixations associated with all phases of the movement were broadly scattered and were rarely directed to the landmarks fixated when performing in the light. Nevertheless, as can be appreciated form the ellipses shown in Figure 7A , a weak link between gaze fixation locations and the phase of the movement was observed. For example, gaze fixations associated with the reach and grasp phase tended to be located closer to the bar than gaze fixations associated with the lift and target phases. Finally, participants made approximate twice as many fixations when performing in the light (M = 8.0; SD = 1.2) compared to dark (M = 4.3; SD = 1.21). When performing in the light, small amplitude gaze shifts are often observed while participants directed their gaze to a spatial landmark (Johansson et al. 2001) .
All participants were able to perform successfully the manipulation task in the dark. Fig. 7B, right panel) . Finally, we asked whether reach errors in the dark were related to where participants directed their gaze with reference to the target. We found no significant correlation between the distance between the target center and gaze position (defined as the point where the line of gaze would have interested the workplane) and the distance between the target center and the height of the bar tip when it arrived within 0.2 cm of the target in the horizontal (r = -0.11, P = 0.37, N = 72; data pooled across obstacle conditions and participants). For each trial we used the gaze fixation that was located closest to the target at any time during the lift and target phases.
DISCUSSION
Our examination of what people choose to do with their gaze when reaching to remembered target locations indicates that gaze is not used in the same way as when reaching to visible targets. Participants neither directed their gaze to the movement goals nor prevented gaze shifts. Rather, they generated small gaze shifts loosely coupled both temporally and, especially, spatially to the hand movements. Moreover, pointing accuracy to remembered targets did not depend on the position of gaze.
Although participants sometimes directed their gaze close to a remembered target location, this did not improve manual accuracy. This finding is in agreement with two studies examining reaches to the remembered location of a peripherally presented target with and without an instructed gaze shift to the remembered location before reaching (Enright 1995; van Donkelaar and Staub 2000) . Shifting gaze reduced reach amplitude (Enright 1995; van Donkelaar and Staub 2000) and trial-to-trial variability (Enright 1995) but did not systematically improve reach accuracy across target directions (Enright 1995) and amplitudes (van Donkelaar and Staub 2000) . Experiments addressing position-perception errors indicate that the distance to a memorized target location is also underestimated in the presence of visual references when gaze shifts are allowed (van der Heijden et al. 1999) .
When reaching to visible targets, gaze behavior clearly influences reach accuracy.
Fixating the visible target enables optimal use of sensed and/or predicted gaze position signals (Prablanc et al. 1979 (Prablanc et al. , 1986 (Prablanc et al. , 2003 Prablanc and Martin 1992) and visual feedback of hand movements referenced to the foveated target for on-line movement adjustments (Carlton 1981; Berkinblit et al. 1995; Paillard 1996; Land et al. 1999; Sarlegna et al. 2004; Saunders and Knill 2004) . Our results suggest that different strategies are used when reaching to remembered targets under the conditions we examined. One possible reason why our participants did not fixate remembered target locations is that gaze accuracy cannot be ensured via visual feedback of the target. However, we found that participants could quite accurately direct their gaze to remembered target when explicitly instructed to do so.
Therefore, from an optimization perspective (van Beers et al. 2002; Sober and Sabes 2005; Vaziri et al. 2006 ), we might have expected to see gaze shifts to remembered targets so that estimates of target location, derived from gaze direction, could be combined with other estimates to obtain a more accurate estimate of target location for guiding the hand.
Numerous studies have investigated the coordinates in which remembered targets are stored. Studies using single targets presented in dark or near dark conditions have shown that targets can be represented in gaze-centered coordinates (Henriques et al. 1998; Engel et al. 2002; Pouget et al. 2002; Crawford et al. 2004; Beurze et al. 2006; Vaziri et al. 2006 ). Other studies, in which clearly visible objects are present, have shown that remembered target locations can be represented relative to these objects; that is, in allocentric coordinates (Dassonville et al. 1995; Carrozzo et al. 2002; Diedrichsen et al. 2004; Obhi and Goodale 2005) . Many studies suggest that, in general, the brain use multiple frames of reference, including both egocentric and allocentric frames, to represent remembered targets (Milner and Goodale 1995; Bridgeman et al. 1997; Graziano and Gross 1998; Burnod et al. 1999; Burgess et al. 2002; Andersen and Buneo 2002; Battaglia-Mayer et al. 2003; Olson 2003; Crawford et al. 2004 ) and that these are weighted differently depending on the time course and conditions of the task (McIntyre et al. 1997 (McIntyre et al. , 1998 Carrozzo et al. 2002; Diedrichsen et al. 2004; de Grave et al. 2004; Obhi and Goodale 2005) . Although, the current study was not designed to test the coordinate frame(s) in which targets were encoded, we assume that in our penmarking task, participants relied strongly on allocentric cues. However, that gaze was not directed to the remembered targets does not exclude that gaze signals, in general, could have been used. That is, we cannot exclude the possibility that targets were encoded in gazecentered coordinates and that gaze position, however erratic, was taken into account when recalling target positions. In our object manipulation task, allocentric cues (i.e., visual references) that could be exploited when recalling target locations were removed. Thus, to perform this task, participants presumably relied on target locations represented in egocentric coordinates, possibly including gaze centered coordinates. The fact that participants did not direct their gaze to remembered targets when performing the manipulation task in the dark, suggests that looking at these locations does not facilitate the extraction of target information stored in these egocentric coordinates.
It has been suggested that remembered target locations encoded in gaze-centered coordinates might gradually degrade as successive saccades are generated after the targets have been removed (Karn et al. 1997 ). This putative degradation could arise from accumulation of errors related to the remapping of target locations required after every saccade (Gnadt et al. 1991; Niemeier et al. 2003; Vaziri et al. 2006 ). If this is true, and assuming that remembered target locations were encoded in gaze-centered coordinates, we might have expected to see a degradation of recall marking accuracy with successive marking in the pen marking task because participants generally made eye movements while marking.
In fact, we might have expected participants to prevent gaze shifts during recall so as to avoiding remapping. We did not observe an increase in marking error with successive markings nor did our participants prevent gaze shifts. However, it should be emphasized that the evidence for saccade-related degradation of remembered target locations is equivocal (Karn et al. 1997) . Moreover, because strong allocentric cues were available in our pen marking task, any degradation due to remapping might be minimal.
We found that recall performance did not improve when hand and/or eye movements were used in encoding. This suggests that, in these conditions, participants did not exploit sensorimotor memories of hand and eye positions, stored when marking visible targets, when recalling the remembered target locations. Moreover, the fact that the four targets were often marked in different orders during encoding and recall (Terao et al. 2002 ) -even when the same effector (eye or hand) was used -indicates that recall was not based on memorized sensorimotor contingences (Noton and Stark 1971) .
We observed a weak and noisy coupling between hand and gaze movements when participants marked remembered target locations with natural use of gaze. These eye movements may be automatically triggered as each target in memory becomes salient in the course of the sequential recall task being performed by the hand. However, in the absence of a visible target, the saccade parameters may not be fully specified resulting in erratic eye movements. Another alternative is that the eye movements emanate from action schemas implemented for guiding the hand to external locations. When we direct actions towards visible targets, we activate action plans that typically include instructions for task-specific eye movements that provide visual information critical for the task (Land and Furneaux 1997; Flanagan and Johansson 2003) . The action plan implemented when marking remembered targets may also call for such eye movements. Again, erratic eye movements could result from the absence of visible targets. Many parts of the neural networks underlying the control of hand and eye movements are strongly interconnected and populations of neurons in a number of structures involved in the control of gaze are tuned by hand movement signals and visa versa (Burnod et al. 1999; Andersen and Buneo 2002; Battaglia-Mayer et al. 2003) . This connectivity might lead to "signal leakage" from hand to gaze controllers resulting in eye movements weakly correlated with hand movement even when task specific gaze movements are not specified. The notion of signal leakage or cross-talk between eye and hand controllers has been invoked to explain other types of interactions between hand and eye movements (Bekkering et al. 1995; Tipper et al. 2001) . The brain may allow these loosely coupled eye movements to take place so as to avoid possible costs associated with actively suppressing eye movements (Prado et al. 2005) .
Although eye and hand movements are closely linked in many manual tasks, there are also numerous situations in which they are decoupled and where the hand and eyes are effectively involved in different simultaneous tasks (Hayhoe and Ballard 2005) . For example, during an interesting conversation at a dinner-party, we may keep eye contact while the hand reaches for and grasps things at remembered locations on the table. Thus, a possible advantage of encoding target locations in a way that does not require looking at the targets during recall is that gaze will be available for use in other tasks when reaching to, and acting on, no-longer-visible targets. Thus, gaze could be employed elsewhere without incurring a cost in manual performance. 
Figure 4
Spatiotemporal coordination between pen and gaze movements. Maximum coefficients of correlation between pen and gaze movements (A) and corresponding gaze lead (B) and gaze:hand gain (C) shown for each participant using box plots that provide the 5 th , 25 th , 50 th , 75 th and 95 th percentiles. Data based on the same trials as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Figure 5
Recall behavior with free gaze after four different modes of encoding. A, Distribution of pen markings and associated gaze fixations after the four different modes of encoding (E:).
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